Fusion Kondor is the ultimate system for markets trading. With Curves Checking, we can help you improve your pricing valuation capabilities, leading to enhanced performance and improving pricing quality.

Maintaining Fusion Kondor’s system performance at optimal level benefits the entire organization from the front office to the back office, and helps you achieve better pricing, which could result in better maintained capital reserves, and cash payments related to collateral agreements.

If your Yield and Volatility curves are not properly configured, this can cause discrepancies in asset pricing and the profit and loss calculations. Our experts can help you optimize the Fusion Kondor configuration to ensure you are aligned with market best practice, improving pricing and risk management across all instruments.

**Approach**

In a three-stage process, our expert consultants analyze your curve structure to determine instrument valuation and adherence to market best practice. This reveals whether curves need to be updated, replaced or deleted.

1. **Review Stage**
   We analyze the system in terms of structure, instrument definition, assignment and overall usage to determine what improvements could be made.

2. **Business investigation**
   We discuss potential pricing issues with different business departments.

3. **Detailed analysis**
   Our report outlines possible problems and suggests options to improve pricing accuracy and adherence to market best practices.

Once the three-stage process is completed we will provide you with a document detailing the client environment analysis and suggested actions. You can choose to follow the suggestions independently, or we will be happy to support any changes necessary.

“Finastra Services can help you to improve the pricing quality of your front office system and ensure alignment with market best practice.”
Finastra Services can unlock the potential of our software, leveraging best practice to reduce costs and improve client profitability.

Benefits
- Improved portfolio evaluation
- The ability to adapt to market changes such as level of liquidity or economic events
- Opportunities to trade new offshore currencies
- Avoidance of pricing discrepancies
- Compliance with regulatory requirements
- Improved Kondor performance speeds:
  - Reduce Kondor Curves Server (KCS) loads
  - Speed up batch process

The Finastra services team has several years’ experience of effectively managing curves in Kondor.

We can help you find an effective solution for your potential pricing issues or help identify any problem with amendment of curves.

To see how we can help you, contact us today at services@finastra.com

About Finastra Services
Finastra Services comprise specialized teams across consulting, delivery, training and support. Together, they enable Finastra to consistently deliver great customer outcomes with our solutions.

Leveraging our people, ecosystem and a wide range of enablement tools and approaches, Finastra Services help you to optimize the time to market, user experience and return on your investment in Fusion solutions, making them better, faster and safer.

To find how to improve your system performance, contact your Finastra Services representative now and benefit from a customized service at a fixed price.

About Finastra
Finastra is building an open platform that accelerates collaboration and innovation in financial services, creating better experiences for people, businesses and communities. Supported by the broadest and deepest portfolio of financial services software, Finastra delivers this vitally important technology to financial institutions of all sizes across the globe, including 90 of the world’s top 100 banks. Our open architecture approach brings together a number of partners and innovators. Together we are leading the way in which applications are written, deployed and consumed in financial services to evolve with the changing needs of customers. Learn more at finastra.com
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